
                                               
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Alabama 

“Enhancing the lives of children and their families” 
 

Airport Marine has partnered with Ronald McDonald House Charities (RMHC) of 
Alabama and the Alabama Bass Federation, Inc, (ABF) to help enhance the lives of 
children and their families, with the primary emphasis of facilitating access to pediatric 
health care for residents of Alabama and adjacent sates.  Airport Marine has bigheartedly 
guaranteed $1500.00 in bonus money to ABF, members who have become a RMHC 
Team member (donated $100.00 to RMHC). The RMHC Team member that has the 
highest finish at each of the ABF qualifying tournaments will be awarded $250.00 bonus.  
The bonus will be doubled ($500.00) at the State Championship.  Airport Marine will 
double the bonus at each tournament if the winner is the original owner and current 
owner, fished from the boat and it was purchased from Airport Marine within the two 
years of the date of the tournament. 
 
Essential Components of the Bonus Program 
 

1. Members must donate $100.00 to Ronald McDonald House Charities of    
      Alabama.  Each $100.00 donation will go directly to help the mission of     
      Ronald McDonald House Charities of Alabama and is tax deductible and   
      makes each donor a RMHC Team member. 
 
2. The RMHC Team member that is the top finisher at each of the qualifying 
      ABF tournament will be guaranteed a bonus check from Airport Marine of 
      $250.00 and $500.00 for the State Championship Tournament. 
 
3. Bonus checks will double to $500.00 for the qualifier ABF tournaments and  
      to $1000.00 at the State Championship Tournament, if the top RMHC Team  
      member owns and fished a qualified boat purchased from Airport Marine. 
 
4 A qualified boat is any boat purchased from Airport Marine within 2 years of  
      the date of the tournament.  RMHC Team member must be the original 
      purchaser and current owner.  Airport Marine must confirm eligibility for the 
      bonus money. 
 
4. Airport Marine RMHC Big Fish Bonus - $10.00 donations make each donor 

eligible to win $250.00 bonus from Airport Marine if the donor wins the 
overall Big Fish for the tournament.  If overall Big Fish winner failed to 
contribute $10.00, the $250.00 bonus will roll over to the next tournament.  
To be eligible, donors must make the $10.00 donation at each event.  You do 
not have to be a RMHC Team member to participate in the RMHC Big Fish 
program. 


